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gather, collect, bend, pick, pluck, courage, reunion, group, 

college, collage, stick, cluster, together, grow, expand 

team and my last as editor. The aspect of 

1555 that has brought me the most joy is 

the opportunity to gather together works 

by many different St John’s students. I often 

feel that nothing is quite as affirming and 

enjoyable as seeing your labours presented 

in a beautifully printed publication, and I 

hope that other contributors and editors 

have shared these experiences. Even if you’ve 

never been involved with 1555 or any other 

magazine, I would urge you to give it a go 

regardless of your creative outlet so that you 

can see what I mean for yourself. Thank you 

so much to the editorial team, the contrib-

utors and the readers for allowing me to be 

your Expander, your Gatherer, your Editor. 

Gather was envisioned as the companion 

piece to our previous publication, Expand. 

In this issue we wanted to huddle close and 

come together to create. 

Over the coming pages, you will find submis-

sions from both new and old contributors, as 

well as a continuation of our creative partner-

ships scheme, with pairs of students making 

new work together. We have a new collabora-

tive writing piece, put together by our team 

using words and phrases suggested by our 

contributors. You can also see our collective 

collage on the cover, which was made by a 

group of students using materials gathered 

from around college. 

This is my third year on the 1555 editorial 
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One time, my spirit broke
When the truth unveiled
An unloved hero choked
Chasing swordhand’s trail 

Oh gather, gather, queen of the dead!
She arrives, blessing our poison
Oh gather around, dip your wet head
Three times a flute blows the caution

I traded mother’s life
For my selfish gain
A finely sharpened knife
Spared her any pain

Oh gather, gather, the beast arises
Coat his raw throat with sweet poison
Oh gather around, gold has its prices
Three times a flute blows the caution

Could I wield such power?
Can my longing howl?
Will the warlords cower?
Is my birthright fouled?

Oh away, away, the rites are over
No drop remains of the poison
Oh run far away, seek tender clover
No more, no more sounds a caution        

Oh, gather, gather, the sweat of my brow  
Knit it three times into poison 
Oh, gather around, the kin of my crowd 
Three times the bell chimes a caution

I wish to charm a snake
Whose scales warmly gleam
A bond I could not make
Mocks my waking dreams 

Oh, gather, gather, five eyelashes plucked 
Plait them three times into poison 
Oh, gather around, sisters sick of luck 
Three times the bell chimes a caution 

In haste, a finger curled
Lies on hip unchecked
I stepped close to the girl
Whose sigh brushed my neck

Oh, gather, gather, a lioness tamed
Add her clawed nails to the poison 
Oh gather around, you stars rightly blamed
Three times the bell chimes a caution

I took a risk, I danced
The moonbeams swayed
Violence on me chanced
My fearful heart prayed

Oh, gather, gather, a bay-leaf or two
Stir some fresh spice into poison
Oh gather around, dry cardamon cools
Three times a flute blows the caution

Spell to the Moon 
 Anisha Kaur Jagdev-Harris

Hannah Koch

To-gather
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Failed Ouroboros

Lochie Springett

-Screwballed, twisting, half-submerged
The fœtal in utero pose,                        this

is a hip

a shoulder

cheek

nostril

They make a frieze like the tip of an iceberg, and
As hyperextended neck and upward toes
                                        meet
Off-kilter at      the                       belly-button
 A kind of navel expedition; skin-stretched geography
                                                                             of embodied topographies

As contorted thigh-muscles twist
And bind the skeleton into a torc
A tautology of twines of skin
Filigreed with veins: set and wrought

cannibalism,          self-consumption,           autophagy

Call it 
           What you will
As painted flesh runs wet with oil; goes 
Half-dried from the extractor fan.
The still, meditative poise of the foot in the mouth.
And from it 
Emerges
              Gurgling 

As the clockwise/  
           anticlockwise Charybdis
Leaves an empty bath; the body emerged- 

Niamh McBratney



Elara Oakes 

Elliott Cocker

A Map of Oxford 

The repeated amber glow of stone,
And misty clouds that surround.
A dew, a brickwork, a haze, a warmth,
Storing droplets of excess, of life and fate.
A street traversed a million times,
A route of routes, carved in pavements,
Buzz faintly with the aura of routine,
Landmark moments eroding to afterthoughts.

Sickly sweet, romance, commodity,
Head down, pen down, productivity,
A landscape of personality, wide smiles and experimentation,
Remapped as place to just carry on walking.
Conversations seeming endless, constant,
Reach all-new heights in the atmosphere.
Replaced on the ground by a noise-cancelling playlist
Crystallising moments occasionally resurfaced-
Extinguished by the press of a button.

A thickening network of everyday,
Settles in the cracks, the tiny ridges of the tarmac.
A particularly blustery day throws up the dust,
Which sometimes asks for a hood, or more volume.
Sometimes it asks for a redrawn path,
Or a nod of acknowledgement in passing by,
As if to respect its special gravity,
And leave it just exposed while busy overwriting.

In a featureless gate that marked a spot,
The energy coursing through a quiet, foggy night,
In a glance of awe, at the rocky container,
A full moon, a constellation, when the sky is left clear.
Just like the billions of lifetimes stored in the limestone bricks,
That cross-section the layers of memory and passing,
Reaching the one at the centre would spell destruction;
Sometimes it’s best left peacefully, then carry on walking.



it  caught me like a blackberry barb on an old jumper;
That snow-white- snow red pinprick leaf,
Through the warbling glass of a Victorian sash
Neoclassical pastoral framing dripping light.
Augments in August heat,
As the agonising egg tooth of a lonely branch
Sings its fanfare as the vanguard of decline

    -two.
         
             -then three

That made a syncopated trio,
That plays a knowing, natural jazz.
With a wry smile.

Plane Old London Pastoral

Lochie Springett

Bovine Contemplations

Liz Tiskina
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Smokers’ 

 Lily Middleton-Mansell

Haircut 



Xav  

Khadijah Ali
& Niamh McBratney

Creative Partnership



Allanah Booth

Roll for Internet Connection

Cat Poem  

Wilf Offord 

they say that cats can have nine lives,
now i don’t know if this is true,
but were we cats, and had nine lives,
i’d want to spend all nine with you



Carys Owen

Collecting Memories on My Wrist

  Alice Hackney

Cumulative Skeleton 



Tulips are such funny things -
Until this year I’d only seen them in a
vase looking slightly droopy, slightly
desperate, in need of some
love, you might say.
Now every day I walk 
past the biggest patch of
tulips I’ve ever seen, and I say
“Wow – those are the biggest tulips
I’ve ever seen!”
And we nod in agreement
because they are the biggest tulips
we’ve ever seen.
My dad calls me the Tulip Killer
because he buys me tulips
and I let them wither.
And maybe he’s right, you know,
often weeks go by
and there’s something of a drought,
imposed by me (accidentally,
of course).
But I can’t throw them away,
petals hanging for dear life.
So they sit there solemnly
until I say goodbye,
or until,
the next victim arrives.
Some day I’ll grow my own 
patch of tulips, and
others will walk by and
say “Those 
are the biggest tulips 
we’ve ever seen!”
But until then,
I will give my love to
the droopy tulips in the vase.

Rhianna Watt

The Biggest Tulips I’ve Ever Seen 

Adam Slater



Sight seeing a city in solitude
I am one in a mass of twos and threes 
And fours and fives and toddlers 
Still learning to count. 
When the sky starts to split and spit 
They cry from all directions. 

The rain drops fall from one to two 
To three to four and five 
Each drop alone until they mix
In puddles and streams, 
And on the faces of toddlers who scream
In the arms of those 
Who cannot stop the rain. 
Ten ponchos are unfurled to form
A plastic clump under the storm.

I am uncovered.
I do not fit in. 

I find the shelter of a tree.
There we stand: 
One three,
Two twos
And me. 

I am one of eight until
They’re gone.
And then I watch the drops alone.

     

Downpour by the Reichstag

  Natalie Holton

But It All Sparks Joy

  Alice Hackney & Rhianna Watt

Creative Partnership



Collective writing by St. John’s College

Hey Bestie / Hey Darling!
Hiya sorry come in 
the room’s a tip haha yeah no come in sorry about the mess just come in no
honestly! How are you feeling after 
last night?
Good thank you -
but I’ve lost the will to live.
Yeah no I was pretty bad too.
Anyway.
Did I leave my squash and shoes in
here by any chance?
Did I leave my airpods in your room?
I think I left my ----- in your room.
I drank the vodka
you left in my room.
It was disgusting
so empty
so cold.
And I love you.
Na it’s chill dw not deep lol.
I don’t
want to leave it like this.
Eeerm did I leave my –
Oh yeah there they are I’ll
just grab those and
I never want to see you again – 
leaving the library for longer than 45 minutes.
No thoughts, head empty!
Gather up your belongings
(I love you)
To stop the fragile bits
(I love you)
From breaking at the party
(I love you)
Please gather up your belongings,
and take them away,
It’s a mess in here and
I don’t want them 
in my head 
after I saw them stealing bits of sun –
one magpie and one magpie and
one magpie!
Detritus, trash, rubbish, garbage, waste, reduce, reuse, recycle, restart.

Gather Up Your Belongings
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